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This study aims to study articles in Arabic, as these articles have 

different meanings and functions , I try to clarify the meaning of  the 

term ( Article ) and following the development of this term through 

historical ages as well as try to produce the general characteristics of 

articles ; what they share and what they differ in . This research has an 

introduction , preface and three chapters . The introduction contains 

the study subject , clarifying the study importance , and the preface 

clarifies the development of the term article for the linguists and the 

grammarians . I have concluded the preface by defining the meaning 

of the term article . As for first chapter , the first topic contains the 

relation of article by the word kinds , where the Article has an 

overlapping meaning with nouns and verbs . The second topic contains 

studying Articles with regard to simplicity and structure , where 

grammarians disagreed about the structure of some articles .In the 

second chapter the research presented the neglected tools in Arabic 

language, and the usefulness of these tools in the structure of language 

and in the second topic of this chapter , the research discussed the 

active articles and their grammatical roles and functions , The 

research has studied the prepositions, verily and its sisters ( Ena Wa 

Akhawat'ha ) , the articles of present accusative and apocopation. The 

third chapter the research discussed in the first topic the indication of 

single articles , and I discussed the indication of preposition , verily 

and its sisters ( Ena Wa Akhawat'ha )and the indication of the articles 

of present accusative and apocopation . The second topic I discussed 

the indication of common articles and divided it into three divisions . 

As for the first it is used as a letter and a noun, the second is what is 

used as a letter and a verb and the third a letter , a noun and a verb , 

then the conclusion is included the most important findings that is the 

term " Article " was used by both kufic and Albesrion , as Sebawaih 

and Al-Mobared didn't mention the article except in the volume of 

oath (Al-Qasam ) , as for Ibnulsarraj , he has mentioned the article in 

many positions of his book ( Al-Osol ) , also from the research findings 

that Ibn Osfoor has expanded in the use of this term , and the term 

article for Ibn Osfoor correlated with condition styles , interrogation 

,Negative ,exception and other styles , correlation of this term with this 

styles for the grammarians continued to the modern age .    

  

    
    


